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I'RKVAII.INO VOX Kl-I IOXH of STIIKS*

rivets of aamonThe Inequality of distribution of stress
riveted connection Is a mailer of general agreement among engi
neers. In most rases, however, whatever Inequality of stress-distri
bution exists, Is attributed to the imperfect matching of holes, and 
the want of close fit of the rivets to the walls of the holes, thus plac
ing the rivets under different conditions for the resistance of shear. 
It Is further agreed that these conditions render It Impossible to 
tell anything definite about the distribution of stress In riveted 
connections, and that more refined methods of design than are at 
present In use are out of the question.

ACTI'AI. VONIIIIIOXS AFFKCTINII HTIIfSK-lllslUlHt'TION.

Two erroneous assumptions underlie the above conclusions:
First. It pre supposes that If a connection containing a number 

of rivets In the line of the stress producing force, as shown In 
Figure 1,
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were constructed so that the rivet holes were perfectly concentric 
and the rivets all fitted perfectly, and a load were applied to the 
connection, the rivet» would be stressed equally. This could not 
be the case, however, becauee of the elastic properties of the 
material of the connection. Professor William H. tiurr, of Colum
bia University, speaking of the Influence of the elastic properties 
of the plates In riveted connections on the distribution of stress 
among the rivets, says: * "In the case of lap joints with three or 
more rows of rivets (frequently found In trues work), or In similar 
work when two rows of rivets Join a small plate to a much larger 
one, the outside rows, or row, In consequence o(x the stretching of 
the material at the joint, must take far more than their portion 
of stress, If, Indeed, they do not carry nearly all. The same con
dition of things will exist In butt Joints If two or more rows are 
found, under similar circumstance», on the same side of the joint," 

A very neat demonstration of this necessary Inequality of stress- 
distribution among the rivets of a perfect connection Is given by 
Professor W. H. Boughton, In the Proceedings of the Ohio Society 
of Surveyors and Civil Engineers, for 1902, page 17. A connection 
of the form shown In Fig. 1, composed of one 3' X 1" bar and two 
3" x i" bars connected together by thrA rivets. Is considered. A 
pull /' Is supplied In the direction of the line of the rivets. Let It 
be assumed, as Is done In practice, that the stress Is distributed 
equally among the three rivets. If this be true 1 /* Is taken gut 
of the main bar by the rivet A Into the two side bars. 1 /’ by the 
rivet R, and 1 P by the rivet P, leaving a stress In the main bar 
between .4 and R of g /*, and between R and C of | /'. At the same 
time the stress In the I vu side bars between A and R Is j /*, and 
between H and P It Is * /*. But the area of the main bar Is the 
same as the area of the two side bars together, hence the extension 
of the main bar between A and R la twice the extension of the 
two side bars, and the extension of the main bar between R and P 
Is one-half the extension of the two side bars. Assuming, then, 
that the rivets fit their holes perfectly, the distance between their 
centres In the side bars Is less than In the main bar for rivets 
A and R. and greater for the rivets R and P. From this neces
sarily follows an Inequality of distortion of the rivets, which Is 
shown die grammatically In Fig. 1 («). Rivets A and P are more 
distorted than rivet R, and are consequently more highly stressed, 
although we set out with the assumption that all the rlyets were 
equally strewed. It Is manifest that with the plates of theNmnec- 
tlon of the relative areas assumed, the rivets A and P woum be 
equally stressed and each more highly than R. With these relative
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nee!luu» the Inequality of Hire»* disappears with two rivet», but It I» 
more and more pronounced ua the number I» Increased above three. 
The end rlvel» would, with the assumed relative plate section», be 
equally stressed and rivets on opposite sides of the centre of the 
connection and equidistant from the centre would be equally 
stressed.

The peeond erroneous assumption Is that the faulty matching 
of holes and the Imperfect fitting of rivets to the walls of the holes 
In themselves Influence the distribution of stress among the rivets 
of the connection. This Is based on the further assumption that 
rivets under ordinary working loads resist by shear, which has 
been conclusively disproved by many able Investigators, among 
whom are Considère, Bach, Dupuy, and Van der Kolk. A concise 
paper describing the results obtained by the last two authorities 
was read before this Society by Professor J. T. Nicholson, a few 
years ago, and further reference need not be made to the matter 
other than to say bhal experimental enquiry all goes to show that 
within ordinary working loads rivets resist entirely by tension In 
the shaft which grips the assembled plates together and never 
come Into shear until the safe working load has become exceeded, 
when a more or less sudden slipping of the assembled plates occurs. 
It Is evident, therefore, that slight mls-matching of holes, which, 
has heretofore been considered sufficient to vitiate any theoretical 
calculation of the distribution of stress among the rivets of a con
nection, can have little effect. It Is only when the mls-matchlng 
Is great enough to produce sensible differences of sectional area 
of the rivets, thus causing differences In their gripping power, that 
theoretical calculations would be offset. Of course, In all good 
work the mls-matchlng would not be great enough to produce this 
effect to any extent, and In the case of drilled and reamed work 
It would not happen at all.

With these facts before us, we can enter upon the derivation 
of a method of calculating the distribution of stress In riveted 
connections with a feeling that the calculated stresses will, In 
general, agree pretty closely with the actual ones The normal 
tendency Is for this agreement, and the nearer the workmanship 
approaches perfection, the nearer will the agreement be to com
plete realisation. The theory which will be developed can be 
applied to any Joint, given certain experimental quantities, of 
which more will be said. These quantities have as yet been 
determined for only one form of connection, the multiple-riveted 
butt-jointed with two cover plates.

• Tnuiiuictfona Caned Ian Society of Civil Kngliivem, Vul. 12, Part 2.
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llefore proceeding further we must now enquire Into the slipping* 
which occur In rlveteil connect Ion* under ordinary working loads.

HI.II-IMXON IX MIVKTKII CONXKVTIONM.

The researches of Van <ler Kolk, to which reference has already 
been made, threw great, light on the. slipping In rlveteil connections." 
He measured the sllppings at the various rivets In a great number 
of connections, as well as the extensions between consecutive 
rivets, for loads gradually varying from zero to past the maximum 
allowable working load. In doing so, he found that from the very 
commencing of the loading at a Joint there Is a gradual relative 
slipping of the plates at each rivet, part of which disappear! when 
the load Is removed, and the remainder which 1s permanent. 
The former Is called the elastic slipping and the latter the perma
nent slipping.

The test pieces employed were all butt Joints with two cover 
plates, there being a single line of rivets In the direction of the 
stress-producing force. In some cases there were two rivets on 
each side of the splice, and In other cases three. The. cover plates 
for all the specimens but those of one series were each one-half 
the thickness of the main plates, while for the specimens of that 
series the plates were all of the same thickness. The thickness of 
the cover plates for the first group of specimens was 0",493 and of 
the main plates «".985, while for the second group the plates were 
all 0".6l thick. In every case the plates were carefully machined 
to a width of 2".76. With four rivets In a Joint the spacing was 
3”. 15, while for six rivets It was 2".60. The rivets were 3 Inch In 
diameter.

The sllppings at each rivet of every joint were embodied In a 
very complete series of diagrams, from which typical ones have 
been prepared for Figs. 2, 3 and 4. The upper diagrams In each 
figure give the elastic sllppings for the various applied loads, and 
the lower ones the permanent sllppings for the same loads. The 
upper part of each diagram refers to the rivets above the splice 
(the specimen being considered as standing vertically), and the 
lower part to the rivets below the splice. Distinctive lines are 
used for the outer, middle and Inner rivets. The plotted sllppings 
at any rivet are the averages of the observed slipping* on the right 
and left sides of the test piece.

Fig. 2 gives the load slip diagrams of three typical machine- 
riveted specimens with cover plates, each one-half the thickness

i#
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of the main plate and with four rivets. Upon examination of the 
plotted results we see that both elastic and permanent slipping» 
Increase uniformly up to a well defined point of sudden slipping

loaeh h fhunJt per apmre inch of Airef- Stoonry Ant

Both the elastic and permanent slipping» of the outer and Inner 
rivets are practicality equal.

*



Fig. Î shows the sllpplngs In three machine riveted specimens 
with cover plates each one-half the thickness of the main plate, 
and with six rivets. The elastic and permanent sllpplngs are both

> jw«s«sa« us« w/w» a sm mm k*a* 
laeJe in fournilper square inch *t Oirrt Sheenry Arm-

Outer Jfimt-------
M+t/e SKret---------
inner /tiret'_____

fairly uniform up to a point of sudden slipping, as for the preced
ing specimens. The permanent sllpplngs are practically the same 
for all rivets, but there Is a significant Inequality of the elastic



slipping». The elastic slipping of the Inner rivet Is shown, within 
the ordinary limits of loading, to be about the same as for the 
outer rivet, but that for the middle rivet I» much less than for 
either of the others.

In Pig. 4 are given the plotted results for three typical hand- 
riveted specimens with cover plates the same thickness as the

Mi of ffmf- SAm/iry Am.

main platé and with four rivets. The elastic slipping Is seen to 
Increase uniformly with the load for both outer and Inner rivets 
up to a fairly well-defined point for each rivet, while the permanent 
sllpplngs are somewhat Irregular. Taking the average of all the 
specimens tested In this series, however, the permanent sllpplngs 
are fairly uniform up to a well-defined point and about equal for
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the outer end Inner rivets. Of course, the hand-riveting Is respons
ible tor the Irregularity.

From this examination of Van der Kolk's results we see that. 
In the average case, the elastic and the permanent slippjnga are 
both directly proportioned to the load on the specimen up to the 
point of more or less sudden slipping. Also we may say, that the 
sum of the elastic and permanent slipping! for any rivet, which 
we shall call the total flipping, le directly proportional to the load 
on the Joint up to the point of sudden slipping. This point Is at 
about the limit of shearing stress on the rivet generally allowed 
In design.

The results of this enquiry Into the question of slipping may 
be summed up as follows:

(1) The relative slipping of the plates at a rivet In a butt Joint 
with two cover plates Is directly proportional to the load on the 
rivet within the ordinary limits of working stress assigned to It.

(2) In butt Joints with two rivets on either side of the splice, 
and cover,plates one-half the thickness of the main plate, the total 
slipping Is the same at both rivets.

(3) In butt Joints with three rivets on either side of the splice, 
and cover plates one-half the thickness of the main-plate, the total 
slipping at the outer and Inner rivets Is equal, but the total 
slipping àt the middle rivet Is less than at the outer and Inner 
rivets.

(4) In butt Joints with two rivets on either side of the splice, 
and cover plates the same thickness as the main plate, the total 
slipping at the Inner rivet Is less than at the outer rivet.

SIGNIFICANCE OF FACTS ESTABLISHED FROM VAN DER KOLK’S RESULTS.

In view of fact (1), the other three become of special sig
nificance. Clearly, the only Interpretation which can be put on 
them Is that In any given connection the stresses on the rivets are 
as the relative sllpplngs of the plates at them. Thus, In butt 
Joints with two rivets on either side of the splice, and cover plates 
one-half the thickness of the main plate, the rivets must be 
stressed equally. In the case of similar Joints, with three rivets on 
either side of the splice, the outer and Inner rivets are stressed 
equally, and the middle rivet Is strewed less than either. With 
butt Joints, with two rivets on either side of the splice, and cover 
plates the same thickness as the main plate, the inner rivet must 
be stressed to a smaller extent than the outer one.

Thus It Is seen that we are not without experimental reasons 
for suspecting a definite law of stress distribution. The matter 
will now be approached theoretl&lly, using data obtained from

I



Van der Kolk’fc results for the numerical calculations which will 
arise. ) _

A HYPOTHETICAL CASE UISCVSSBD.

The conditions of stress-distribution In actual riveted connec
tions are elucidated by a consideration of the hypothetical case 
where the cover plates are Inextensible and Incompressible and 
the main plate retains Its elastic properties. Suppose that the 
latter Is provided with cylindrical projections on Its sides, as shown 
In Fig. 6, and let It be gripped between the two cover plates by

forces applied as shown, the cylindrical projections slipping between 
the cover platee amount directly proportional to the vertical loads 
on the projections. Since riveted connections resist loading en
tirely by friction of the platee within ordinary loads, and since the 
pressure exerted by a rivet In drawing the plates together Is pro
bably confined to a small circular area Immediately around the 
rivet, this hypothetical method of connecting the plates together 
would be exactly analogous to riveting.

Suppose, now, a load P be applied to the Joint- What pert of 
It Is taken Into the cover plates at the points 1, 2 and 3 ? If the 
main plate were Inextensible and Incompressible, like the cover 
plates, there could be no doubt In the matter—the same part of P 
would be transferred at 1, 2 and 3, because whatever amount of 
slipping occurred at 3 must also occur at 1 and 2, since the main 
plate I# considered as Inextensible. The equal sllppings, of course, 
mean equal loads, a principle which we have already established 
for actual connections. Further, suppose that while the cover
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plates remain perfectly rigid the main plate becomes highly ex
tensible. It Is self-evident that under these conditions nearly all 
the load would be transferred to the cover plates at 3. For a 
degree of extensibility of the main plate between these two 
extremes It would seem as If the distribution of the loade would 
be somewhere between the distributions In the other two cases.

This was confirmed by an experiment devised by the author, 
which, though not attempting to realize the conditions of this 
hypothetical case, still Involved exactly analogous ones. Three 
white pine strips, |"Xl"X2' 0' were supported flatwise, directly 
above one another, on heavy wire nails driven Into a wall, as 
shown In Fig. 6.

I I---------------------------------------- 1

<• i •-

These strips were 2.8" apart and the spans were all V 10". The 
strips were connected to each other at the centre by rubber bands 
looping around glass tubes 1" In outside diameter, which rested 
across the strips. In the ends of these tubes next the wall were 
placed corks, which carried needles as shown In the figure. Op
posite these needles, and fixed to the wall, were scales graduated 
to one-twentlebh of an Inch, so that the deflection of each strip 
under load could be estimated by eye to tW one-hundredth part 
of an Inch. To the tube resting on the bottom strip, a sling 
arrangement, consisting of two more bands and another tube, was 
attached, carrying a scale pan. Into this pan were put weights, 
varying from 1 pound to 11 pounds, and the scale readings taken
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for each loading. From these readings the Increments In deflec
tion of each strip for various additions -of load to the scale pan 
could be derived. Care was taken to see that the Initial load, due 
to the pan, the bands, and the tubes, caused all the tubes to bear 
fully over the strips for which they were intended. The loads were 
always kept within the elastic limit of the material of the strips 
so that the Increments of deflection due to any addition of load 
to the scale pan were direct measures of the amount of the added 
load sustained by each strip.

The parts of the various loads in the scale pan carried by each 
beam were computed from the deflections. For example, when 
II] lbs. had been added, the parts of It sustained by beams 1, 2 and 
3 were as 1 : 1.92 : 4.62. The results of this experiment were

i-0
Strut A/o / f.

Strut At, i

- ^--------

4---------

0
«-- . Strut/*S

4---------

Strut .A

P- W,rW,

Initial Positions of 5/ruts------
Final . . ----

7
rather closely calculated beforehand from a knowledge of the 
moduli of elasticity of the pine and rubber. It was estimated that 
within the elastic limit of the materials the parts of any added load 
which would be sustained by 1, 2 and 3 would be In the proportion 
of 1: 2.2: 6.04, which agreed very well with the experimental 
results, considering the variations likely to occur In such a 
material as rubber.

But let us return' to the hypothetical case. In view of the 
results of the experiment with the three pine strips, It Is clear that
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when the main plate In the Joint shown In Fig. 5 Is subjected to 
a pull P, and It Is not of Inextensible material, the distribution 
of the load among the supports 1, 2 and 3 should proceed accord
ing to some law analogous to that existing for the case of the 
simple beams just discussed. This Is true, because the case of the 
beams and the hypothetical case are exactly parallel. In both 
cases an extensible tie Is attached to certain parts of a system 
which moves parallel to the axis of «he tie amounts directly pro
portional to the load applied. The distribution of loads among 
these parts must, therefore, be according to a similar law.

It will be of value to us In the consideration of practical cases 
to establish the general law of distribution of load In the hypo
thetical case under discussion. The cylindrical projections on the 
sides of the main plate may be regarded as rigid struts, fitting 
tightly between two rigid walla, and having the property of 
slipping between these walls amounts directly proportional to the 
loads applied to them by the extensible main plate. Let there be 
any number, », of these struts placed at equal distances apart In 
the same plane, as shown In Fig. 7. They may be of any lengths, 
not necessarily equal, as they are considered as non-flexible, 
moving bodily In the sense of the applied forces.

Let P = load at bottom of tie.
W = loads supported by struts 1, 2 3 ... n due 

to application of P.
, 8 = slipping» of these struts between the walls

W.W.W,

SVS,-\
due to the loads W,, W2, W, Wn.

a = Initial distance apart of struts.
K = ratio of total load on any strut to the slipping 

of strut caused by that load.
A = sectional area of tie.
F — ratio of stress per unit area of tie to unit 

elongation between struts (not necessarily 
the same as the modulus of elasticity of the 
material of the tie).

O = ratio of total load In a tie between two struts 
to the total extension of such part of tie. It

therefore = f- "> a
Now, from the assumed conditions,

V,
KS. = '
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and within the elastic limit of the material of the tie

A Wi = o (8, - ax)
W + W = G (8 - 8)

t,
w, + Ws + W, + . . . + W„., = G(,S’„-

Putting In these latter equation» the values of 8 obtained from 
the upper set, we are able to express all the loads In terms of W . 
After the loads on several struts are thus expressed, the general 
expression can be written down, giving the load on the n-th strut 
from the top. The loads In terms of 11^ are:

i +

, A- . / AT \* ,+ 6-,+ S(ÿ) +

i) ii (s+i) .K l!* - i)('

•)"(» + •)(“ + ») /'(* - 3) (' (.,) ++

This law of distribution of load over the strut in such a system
may be shown graphically by assigning fixed values to * From

the nature of K and 0, It is evident that they are always positive

and may be of such values as to cause — to vary from zero to
n

Infinity. The diagram given In Fig. 8 has been constructed, giving
— the values of .1, .2, .3, .4 and .5. The numbers along the vert- 
0
leal axis are the numbers of the struts counting from the top, 
while the numbers along the horizontal axis represent loads pro
portional to Wj. The relative loads on the struts are calculated
for the various values of *., and horizontally out from the num

bers representing these struts points are located which are vertically 
opposite numbers on the horizontal scale equal to the loads on the
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struts In terms of W,J. For any value of - the pointe thus located 
are connected by straight lines to make it easier to see the law of 
variation of load. These curves are not algebraic, since they are 
not continuous. The only points having any meaning are those 
horizontally opposite strut numbers.

From this diagram may be seen at a glance the truth of certain 
statements already referred to as self-evident. These were that 
If the main plate were inextensible and Incompressible, like the 
cover plates, the load would be equally distributed among the

» / iJitscyij/oiiaai**-*.
Loads PhoporPorta/ * Loot/ ao FÎra/ Sfruf~

Ay. B

struts, and if the main plate were Infinitely extensible the bottom
. A'

one would get all the load. These conditions would render q—o

and > = on respectively. In the former case the curve becomes 
a straight line coinciding with the vertical line through 1, showing 
that on all struts the load is the same. In the latter case, the 
curve becomes a horizontal line through 1, showing that the load
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on any strut below the first one is infinitely greater than the load 
on the first one.

These same results would occur If, while the main plate re
tained its ordinary elastic properties, the resistance of the struts 
to slipping became extremely small, or If, on the other hand, it 
became Infinitely great. \

There Is another factor which influences the distribution of load 
In this 'hypothetical case, and that Is the distance between the 
struts. As has been shown already, the load-distribution depends
entirely upon the value of ^, (I being equal to 4/". The effects of 

Q a
variations in K, A and F have been seen, and the effect of vari
ation In A remains to be noted. Evidently If a were Increased In
value indefinitely, (I would become very small, and hence 4 would 
approach infinity. The bottom strut would then get practically all 
the load. If the reverse change take place, that is, it a become very 
small, the struts would all sustain practically tihe same load.

From this enquiry we may make the following statements of the 
effect of variations in K, A, F and a on the distribution of loads 
In such a hypothetical system, assuming that all other variables 
except the one under consideration are constant for the time being:

(1) An increase In K produces further Inequality of load-distri
bution among the struts, while a decrease in K produces further 
equality.

(2) An increase in A produces further equality, while a decrease 
produces further inequality.

(3) An increase In F produces further equality, while a decrease 
produces further inequality.

(4) An increase in n produces further inequality, while a decrease 
produces further equality.

ANALYSIS OF ACTUAL CONNECTIONS.

The hypothetical case just discussed enables us to form a clear 
idea of how the distribution of stress in a riveted connection 
should proceed, although it cannot bit used to calculate the stress 
on any rivet. We may suppose that the slipping in a joint is made 
up of two parts, occurring at two different times. Consider, first, 
that the cover plates are of perfectly rigid material, and that the 
main plate possesses ordinary elastic properties. The joint may * 
be of any form, such as shown in Fig. 9. Let the first slipping 
at any rivet be the slipping which occurs under these hypothetical 
conditions when the load comes on the connection. The sllppings 
at the various rivets would proceed according to the law es tab- ' 
llshed In the discussion of the hypothetical case, or they would



bo to each other as the abscissae at 1, 2, 3, . . . n of some curve 
similar to that shown in the right hand part of Fig 10. But now, 
when the main plate has adjusted Itself, suppose the cover plates 
regain their normal elastic properties. Here the second part of 
the slipping takes place and the slipping at any rivet takes Its 
final value. The second part of the slipping evidently would be 
according to a law similar to that governing the first part, for 
when the second part takes place the main plate may be arbitrarily 
assumed as rigid and the cover plates as extensible. These se
condary sllpplngs at the various rivets would then be to each

jooooooo
Fig. 9.

—(

other as the abscissas at 1, 2, 3 ... n of some curve similar to 
that shown In the left hand part c/f Fig. 10. Now, the actual 
slipping at any rivet is composed of the sum of the two sllpplngs, 
and If the horisontal scales be the same In the two parts of Fig. 
10. then the stresses in the various rivets must be proportional to 
the horizontal distances between the two curves at these rivets.

The actual stresses In riveted connections cannot be analyzed by 
this method, because we do not know the ratio of the load on a 
rivet connecting extensible and inextensible plates to the slipping 
occurring at the rivet. We do know, however, something concern
ing the slipping at a rivet connecting extensible plates, and It will 
be shown that formulas may be derived Involving this slipping.
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which are capable of being used to calculate the load on any rivet 
In a connection.

Let us consider the simplest case of multiple riveting, where two 
cover plates of equal section are connected to a main plate of any 
section by two rivets, as shown in the sketch, Fig. 11.

ip

^Centres of hoirs in corer phtes. 
'.Centro at hole in main fiat*.

Centres of Mes' h enter
Centre of teste in main ptote.

P.w,

Zv<? //
Let P = load on connection.

IF^ W2 = loads on rivets 1 fcnd 2.
£Jt S2 = relative sllppings of plates at rivets 1 and 2, due to

loads IF and IF .
1 2

K = ratio of total load on a rivet to the slipping at that 
, rivet.

A f = sectional area of main plate.
.4 = sectional area of the two cover plates together.
F = ratio of stress per unit area of plates to elongation per

unit of length between the rivets (not necessarily 
the same as the modulus of elasticity of the material 
of the plates).

a = pitch of rivets.
— ratio of the load in the main plate between the rivets 

to the total extension of this part of the plate under
A

plates under such load. It, therefore, = 1 F.
<?„ = ratio of the load in the two cover plates between the 

rivets to the total extension of this part of the

plates under such load. U, therefore, = — F.a
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and

But the difference between the extension in the main plate of 
the length « and of the extension In the cover plates of the same 
length Is equal to the difference between 8f and 8 . Suppose « Is 
greater than 8 , then the extension of the length « In the main 
plate Is evidently greater than the extension of the same length 
In the cover plates, and we may write:

8-8
3 1

-Mjf W,

or ir, _ ir, _ u\ if,
K K = O, U,

It Is clear that It makes no difference whether 8 or 8 Is the 
greater 'as far as this equation Is concerned, so for purposes of 
demonstration we will assume that the slipping gets greater the 
farther down we go from the first rivet.

x

■Centra of hates in corerp/otes
Centre of he/» in moth ptote

^Centres at hoiks in corer p/otes 
Cknife of hofr in main p/ate

Centres of /rates tn coror p/otos 
Centre rt ho/e tin main p/ate
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Solving this equation for W

i +
W, = »•

In terms of H'l
—U, \

we get:

From this we can And the relative stresses on the rivets If we 
are given K, Av Aa, F and a.

Let us now examine the case of a similar connection with three 
rivets as shown in the sketch, Fig. 12.

The quantities involved In this case will be similar to those In 
the case Just discussed, Wf, W,, Wa being the loads on the rivets 
and 8], 8a, Ss being the sllpplngs at them due to these loads.

Now, pursuing the same reasoning as In the last case, we may 
write two equations similar to the one first written down for It. 
They are:

s - 8 = W, + IV,
2 », »,

or w. if, «\ + IF,
K K = G\ (/,

and «,= H', + IF, IF,
O,

or IF, » _ ", IF,
K A" <v, <j\

Solving these two equations for W and W In terms of IF , we 
get

K
O.

o, o,* + g,g,/

K K , A’» , A'1 ; A'*
0, (V, 4 0,0, T O,» T 0,0,1 T

. K , . A-’ , K* K* K«
‘ + 4 O, + 4 0.» 0,0, + 0,1 + O, 0,1

On account of the great amount of labour required to derive 
formulas for joints containing more than three rivets, they were 
not carried further, the law being shown by the consideration of? 
these short connections.

In order to show the application of this theory to the determ
ination of the stress in any rivet of a connection, and to render 
clearer the law of distribution of stress, several numerical examples 
will be given, involving values of K and G, which are known 
approximately from experiment. v

>

Z

X
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K, the ratio of the load on a rivet to the slipping at it, may 
for Joints about 2 Inches thick, assembled by 1-inch rivets, be 
arrived at from the experiments of Van der Kolk. An examination 
of results for 24 of the most represented specimens with two rivets 
on each side of the splice, and cover plates one-half the thickness 
of the main plates, showed, for an average load per rivet of 4,855 
pounds, an average slipping of .000305 Inches. This gives a value 
to K of about 16,000,000.

0, as has already been stated, is a quantity algebraically defined 
by the relation O = ^ F. Values of 0 could readily be computed 
If we knew the value of F. This latter quantity in the case of an 
ordinary riveted connection is the ratio of the stress per gross unit 
area of a perforated plate to the extension per unit of length centre 
to centre of holes, the piece being gripped tightly around the holes 
within certain areas enclosed by the dotted lines in Fig. 13.

? V

Information concerning the extension of such portions of plates 
may be obtained frhm the researches of Van der Kolk. The Author 
has carefully examined all the information available and finds that 
F does not differ greatly in the general case from the modulus of 
elasticity of the material, and this value will be given to F for the 
purposes of the present calculation.

Having now determined values of K and F, we shall proceed to 
the solution of numerical examples, care being taken to select these 
so that they are consistent with the values of K and F already 
adopted. Six cases of Joints with two rivets and six cases with 
three rivets will be considered as follows:

:

/
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2 Hilda — J" diameter.

F sample. Material of Joint. Hint Spaeinp.

I a
1 Main Plate — 3" X là"
2 Cover Plates — 3" X i"

I b
. 1 Main Plate - 3" X 1"

2 Cover Plates — 3" X 1' 3"

Ic 1 Main Plate — 3" X à"
2 Cover Plates — 3" X 1"

11 a Same material as 1 a
11 6 "lb 6"
II c “ " 1 c

3 Hireta—J" ilia meter.

111 a Same material as for 1 a
III b ..................... 16 3"
111 c " ......................Ic

IV a Same material as for 1 a

IV 6 “ ..................... 16 6"
IV c “ ......................Ic

It should be noted that care has been taken to select joints
which will give a thickness of 2 Inches, the thickness of the sped-
mens from which the values of K and F have been determined.
The rivets are chosen as J-inch for a similar reason. In all the 
solutions K Is taken as 16,000,000, and F as 30,000,000.

The solutions were all made by inserting the correct numerical
values of if and G in the general formulas derived above. The re-
suits, in terms of are as follows: —

2 Hilda.

Ksample. w, IV2

1 a 1 .654
I ft 1 / 1
I c 1 1.525

II a 1 .546
II ft 1 1
II c 1 1.830
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:
These results are embodied In FJgs. 14 and 16. The loads pro

portional to those on rivet No. 1 are plotted on horizontal lines at 
regular distances apart opposite the different rivets.

Let us consider the results for the specimens with two rivets, 
Fig. 14. Where the area of the two rover plates is half

(

(

) o

o

Lotd on Rixet Ho! g f

9
London n*rtHo2

J'Lpocyinf _____
(> Spac/nj---------

/vy. /4-

the area of the main plate the load on rivet No. 2 is less than 
on rivet No. 1; where these areas are equal the loads on the two 
rivets are equal; where the area of the two cover plates is 3 times 
the area of the main plate, rivet No. 2 is loaded more than rivet 
No. 1. The effect of the increase in spacing Is to further increase 
the inequality ot loading in the first and third cases, while It does 
not Influence the distribution of loads at all In the second case.

Now, consider the results for the specimens with three rivets,
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Fig. 15. For both spacing#, and for all sections, the loads on rivet 
No. 2 are less than on either Nos. 1 or 3. In the case where the 
cover plates are , the area of the main plate, the load on rivet No. 
3 is less than on No. 1; where the cover plates are of the same 
area as the main plate the loads on these two rivets are equal; 
where the cover plates are three times the area of the main plate, 
the load on rivet No. 3 Is much greater than on rivet No. 1. The 
effect of the Increase in spacing Is to increase the inequality of 
loading on rivets Noe. 2 and 3 with respect to rivet No. 1, in the

load on ffitvt Mo-/o—

first and third cases, while in the second case the load on rivet No. 
2 is decreased, and the load on rivet No. 3 left equal to that on 
rivet No. 1.

With these facts, and the discussion of the diagram Fig. 8 before 
us, we may make the following generalizations with respect to 
joints of the type shown in Fig. 9, the rivet-spacing being uniform

(1) The more rigid the material, and the greater the sections of 
both main plate and cover plates, the more nearly are the rivets 
stressed equally.

(2' An Increase of sectional area of the two cover plates rela
tively to the sectional area of the main plate causes an increase in 
the proportion of the stress which the bottom rivets (see Fig. 9) 
carry, while a decrease causes an Increase In the proportion of the 
stress which the top rivets carry.
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(3) An increase of the sectional area of the main plate relatively 
to the sectional area of the two cover plates causes an increase in 
the proportion of the stress which the top rivets carry, while a de
crease causes an increase in the proportion of the stress which the 
bottom rivets carry.

(4) In joints in which the area of the two cover plates equals 
the area of the main plate, the rivets equidistant from the centre 
of the riveting are stressed equally, the end rivets being stressed 
more than the intermediate ones. In the case of joints with two 
rivets only there is an equality of stress on the two rivets.

(5) The effect of increasing the rivet spacing, if -it be kept 
uniform, is to render the distribution of stress among the rivets 
more unequal.

Although these generalizations have been made with reference 
to connections with two cover plates, they hold equally well for 
lap joints, one of the plates taking the place of the two cow plates 
in the above discussion.

voxel.vsiox.

What modifications should we make, then, in our designs/of 
riveted connections If this normal law of the distribution of stress 
substantially holds? Evidently something must be done to throw 
a greater proportion of stress on the intermediate rivets than bney 
carry under the conditions assumed in the foregoing discussion 
There are two practical methods of doing this:

First, we might in some way increase the resistance of the plates 
to slipping at the intermediate rivets. This would throw additional 
load on these rivets because of the principle that when a load has 
to travel over several paths it divides Itself in direct proportion 
to the rigidities of these paths. This extra resistance of the inter 
mediate rivets to slipping might be secured by using larger rivets 
or by maintaining the pressure of the riveting tool on these rivets 
until they become black, instead of releasing It immediately after 
driving, as in the case of the end rivets.

The second method is to decrease the spacing of the rivets near 
the centre. The reason of this Is evident from conclusion (5). The 
shortening of the spaces over the entire connection will also tend 
In further equalization of stress on the various rivets.


